**Sweets Flavors**

32 **Banana Créme**  
Your taste buds will go bananas over our ripe Banana slices layered in a Cream filling—like the pie without the crust!

33 **Blue Raz Confection**  
Enjoy our sweet and fluffy take on your favorite carnival treat without the sticky fingers!

34 **Fire & Ice**  
Wake up your senses with this cool salute to a zesty candied cinnamon and menthol favorite that really packs a punch!

35 **Gummi Bear**  
This tastes just like Gummy Bears right out of the sweet shop! Our Gummi Bear e-juice has the familiar juicy flavor with just a hint of sour.

36 **Snowman's Kiss**  
It’s like stepping into a winter wonderland! With our sweet Peppermint and Menthol, you can almost feel the snowflakes on your skin.

37 **Spearmint**  
Our crisp, clean, refreshing e-juice flavor takes you on a vacation to the snowy slopes. It is a cool, refreshing escape of Spearmint.

38 **Vanilla Bean**  
A tasty flavor for those who love the simple, rich flavor of Vanilla.

**HiGH VG FLAVORS**

39 **Banana Nut Bread**  
Heavenly flavor straight from Grandma’s kitchen

40 **Blue Crisp**  
Combo of luscious crisp Apple followed by juicy Blueberries

41 **Blue Marina**  
Trio of Blueberry, Pineapple and Lime

42 **Gummi Bear**  
You’ll feel like a kid in a sweet shop with this fruity favorite

43 **Midnight Hour**  
The smoothest most delicious lime martini flavor ever

44 **OMB (Oh My Berries)**  
Milky, sweet, fruity, cereal indulgences

45 **Pink Peach**  
Peach, Raspberry, Pineapple and Lime indulgences

---

**VAPE ESCAPES**

**eJuice Menu**

**Tobacco Flavors**

1 **Chocolate Hazelnut**  
Rich Chocolate oozing down mounds of Hazelnuts with a touch of Bavarian Cream. Mmmmm. Chocolate without the calories and guilt

2 **Cowboy Cantaloupe**  
Smooth & subtle - Tobacco with a fresh twist of Pear & Honeydew!

3 **Flue Cured**  
This is a great vape for anyone looking for a subtle Tobacco flavor. Flue curing produces tobacco with a mellow, lightly sweet taste.

4 **Honey Cured**  
A smooth Tobacco taste with a hint of delicious Honey. The honey taste is realistic without being overpowering.

5 **Menthol Chill**  
Fresh bold Menthol flavor with a touch of sweetness—NO tobacco

6 **Peach Pit**  
A perfect Peach flavor with a slight undertone of Tobacco. A very nice subtle flavor that you can enjoy all day.

7 **Swagger**  
Richest, thickest Tobacco flavor featuring a 12-ingredient blend including Maple, Caramel, Vanilla, a variety of Nuts

8 **Western Blend**  
Sometimes you just want a traditional Tobacco taste reminiscent of signature cigarette tobaccos. Try our time-proven Western Blend.

9 **Western Menthol**  
Full-bodied Tobacco & revitalizing Menthol compete for your attention in this popular e-juice - a satisfying answer for menthol lovers.

**480.488.8273**

**4667 E. CACTUS RD. PHOENIX, AZ 85032**  
SW CORNER OF TATUM & CACTUS
**Fruit Flavors**

10 **Berry Good Vibes**, previously known as **Rip Tide**
A frosty blend of fruit flavors including Blue Raspberry and Strawberry.

11 **Black Mamba**
A fierce blend of multiple flavors headlined by Blackberry, Cranberry and Citrus.

12 **Blue Marina**
This Blueberry, Pineapple, Lime blend is a full-bodied boatload of flavor.

13 **Melon Madness**
Pomegranate: Let’s run away together! Melon: I’m sorry, but I Cantaloupe!

14 **Peach Beach**
A taste somewhere between a juicy, fresh, sun-ripened peach and a candied peach.

15 **Pink Peach**
This e-liquid is a cousin to our Pink Spot flavor. Sweet, fresh & tangy with an added surprise -- Peach -- adding an extra sweetness for a smoother hit!

16 **Raspberry**
Full-bodied Raspberry with enough sweetness to taste like a real berry.

17 **Surf Rider**
The Hawaiians refer to this e-liquid as “dew from the heavens.” A refreshing Coconut Water with a splash of Blue Raspberry and cool Menthol.

18 **Ultra Violet**
This outstanding Blueberry Pomegranate flavor has perfect balance! Sweet but tangy and smooth with a bite.

19 **Watermelon Wave**
A wave of Watermelon & fusion of mouthwatering flavors will crash on your taste buds.

20 **Wild Blueberry**
Tastes like fresh Blueberries picked at their peak of ripeness straight from Maine.

21 **Xanadew**
Bright, bold and refreshing, this ripe juicy Honeydew flavor is delectable!

**Beverage Flavors**

22 **Café Mocha**
If you’re a Coffee lover you’re in luck! Creamy, sweet chocolate with bold coffee flavor will give you an instant flash back to a fresh cup of mocha.

23 **Frozen Lime Drop**
This flavor is a combination of the sweet and sour taste of a Lime Drop with the perfect amount of cool menthol.

24 **Jungle Juice**
A great punch flavor for those who want a little taste of the wild. Folks say they love the Pineapple, Lime and Island Punch flavor of this tropical e-juice.

25 **Mambanade**
Freshly picked blackberries muddled into our crisp & tangy homemade lemonade.

26 **Pink Spot**
A tempting fusion of flavors sure to hit the spot. Flavor combo includes hints of Raspberry, Pineapple and Lime.

27 **Pirate’s Booty**
Inspired by the classic Rum Runner Cocktail - tons of island fruit juices mixed with rum create this perfectly blended vape. You’ll walk the plank for just one more drip.

28 **Pomegranate Green Tea**
This flavor is a perfect mix! Sweet, light Pomegranate with smooth Green Tea makes for a great all-day vape.

29 **Raspberry Lemonade**
A classic, tangy, fruit bursting, great time having, year-round favorite.

30 **Wake-Up Call**
This sweet, rich e-juice is a warm combo of mocha, dark chocolate, and hazelnut with ribbons of buttery caramel - very popular with coffee-lovers.

31 **Watermelon Mojito**
Juicy Watermelon & cool Spearmint. One way to describe this flavor – Refreshing!

---

**Weekdays 10am – 8pm**
**Weekends 10am – 6pm**
**VapeEscapes.com 24 Hours**